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Love it or hate it, the iPhone 5 is the most talked about device of the season. Yes, it's just above the iPhone 4S. iOS 6 is not what Tim Cook wants you to think it is. Apple Maps is a mess. LTE connection has been a standard tariff for more than a year. However, despite all these flaws, the
new iPhone is sold as hot cakes. In truth, Cupertino's latest creation has its strongest costumes. The iPhone 5 did much better than the Samsung Galaxy S3 in our drop test. He did so well that we walked away with an almost untouched phone, even after Darcy dropped it four times, last
time from more than six feet. So, what to do with the slightly damaged iPhone 5? Destroy it, of course. But first we decided to do some torture tests, all in the name of science. We abused the new iPhone 5 to see how it would fare in real life. We poured him hot coffee. We put in our
homemade simulator pocket to see how it withstands the attack of keys, coins and other shabby geeky items. Finally, we submerged it in the water for 15 seconds. So, if you were wondering if you could use your iPhone 5 without incident, or you just get a kick from seeing expensive
electronic devices destroyed, finish the bill our iPhone 5 torture test. The test is not finished for that bad iPhone. We smashed it against the car. And a hammer. Stay tuned. (nggallery id)25 Tagged: AppleApple iPhone By Andrew Tennyson In addition to phone calls and text messages, your
Apple iPhone can access wireless hotspots. Wi-Fi hotspots allow you to access email, websites, and other Internet content without using a cellular data plan. But not all wireless networks are created equal. If you're interested in wifi connection speeds, you can check your connection,
access free speed testing websites, or download an app to rate your connection in the iTunes store. Start your iPhone's web browser. Go to the DSLReports.com website. Click the WiFi button under the headline How is your mobile device connected? to check the Wi-Fi speed of your
iPhone. The current speed is displayed on the screen when the test is completed. Start an app to browse the web on your iPhone. Go to the 3GSpeed.info website. Click start the test on the home page of the 3GSpeed.info website to analyze your Wi-Fi connection. When the test is
complete, your speed is displayed on the screen. Tap the iTunes Store or iTunes icon on your iPhone home screen. Search for a free app SpeedTest.net click Set to download and install it on your iPhone. Start the SpeedTest.net app on your iPhone. Click the Speed Test button. Click start
the test to test and display the Wi-Fi speed of your iPhone. Sometimes it can feel like Apple is releasing a new product every month. From how new and advanced your iPhone 6 seemed when you bought it a few years ago, you'll have to face the sad, tough truth come September: the
iPhone 6 could become vintage. Ancient. For those wondering when to buy a new iPhone, if you have an iPhone 6, you'll be glad to know that there is more than one option - and it can actually benefit you to wait a bit before making that purchase. To be clear, no one is going to take away
your phone once the update comes out. Rather, the update will only be compatible for all models above the iPhone 6. So if you have a SE, 6S, 6S Plus, or any of the models that are even newer, you are in the clear. But if you're one of those people who somehow manages to keep the same
phone for years on end and still have a 6 model (or 5, or 4...) then you're going to run into the issue. Namely, you will no longer be able to download upcoming iOS 13 software updates, according to USA Today. And while it may not seem like a problem (not everyone gets a little antsy when
they download a new update and see changes in their technology routine?), it's a problem for one main reason: You may be opening yourself up to a security breach if you don't download updates regularly. In fact, there were three security-related updates in the iOS 12 update, alone.
According to USA Today, the best time to solve this problem and buy a new iPhone will be in the fall, just after Apple shows its new products. This is because Apple tends to lower the prices of other iPhones (such as 7, 8 and X) in the months after the last phone was released, for obvious
reasons - they are getting closer and closer to becoming obsolete. Given this reality, you may want to consider choosing 8 over 7, since the 7 is likely to go the way of a 6 to 8.One option is waiting for the market price of the iPhone 8, for example, to fall in a few months after the release of
the new model. You may also want to consider buying a used or refurbished phone from another seller. For example, you can set up an alert on eBay to notify you whenever an iPhone 8 (or other model) is available for purchase; As of July 29, the iPhone 8 Plus is available on eBay for
about $450, which is a theft compared to the store price of $700. But then again - those prices are likely to fall even further, too, when the cost of this model potentially goes down in the fall. The bottom line is this: No matter where you get your next phone, it's probably going to cost less once
the newest version comes out. If you're not ready to buy a new phone this fall, you can always wait even longer. After all, your phone isn't going to just turn off after the latest iOS software update comes out. And you can always use it for texts and calls, even if your apps are starting to get a
little glitchy. But it's still worth bearing in mind that you'll eventually have to get a new phone sooner rather than later. Over time, with every software update you miss, your phone will increasingly susceptible to security breaches. This is likely to reveal other frustrating hiccups, too. Do you
know what a question mark in the box you get in the text, sometimes? This means that The phone won't show new emojis until you download the latest update - this is just one of the many reasons why you should always download the new update. So if you're ready for this shiny new
revamped iPhone, start planning for an autumn purchase. And keep an eye on the cost of iPhones during these fall months, and consider snapping one when new models are released and the price of older models goes down. Provided by Apple ProsGreat-looking displayCamera is very
easy to use Deris easy to use overallCan to run more demanding apps and games It won't be a complete test of the smartphone without the current generation of iPhone - Apple continues to remain the best-selling smartphone manufacturer on the market (although Samsung is close
behind). The iPhone 6 has embraced the growing trend, featuring a larger screen than most other Apple models. The phone's operating system and camera perform as you expect: navigation is fast and easy, and the camera launches quickly and takes pictures in the snap. However, the
iPhone 6 doesn't have many new features compared to the 5s - it might be smart to wait for the next release (most likely this fall) and then buy this one at a discounted price. How we tested: The Consumer Electronics and Engineering Laboratory has tested 17 of the newest smartphones on
the market. We evaluated each phone's battery life, screen resolution, pixel density, camera quality, speaker quality, ability to run programs with intense graphics, and overall speed. We also had consumer testers help to consider how easy the phones were to use. Review: September
2015Price Under review: $199.00 with carrier contractTechnical specificationsDisplay: 4.7 IPS LCDResolution: 1334 x 750 (326 ppi)Storage: 16 GB, 64GB, 128 GBRAM: 1 GBBattery: Li-Po 1810 mAh non-removable battery, 7.2 hours of video playback in our lab testChipset: Apple A8OS:
iOS 8, updated to iOS 8.3Acceives: ATT, Sprint, T-Mobile, This Verizon content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io in recent
weeks, Apple has revealed that it is deliberately slowing down older iPhones with the release of new and shiny additions to the iOS lineup. Apple justified the move, saying they stifled processor performance so as not to overwork aging batteries, denying that it has anything to do with getting
people to upgrade. Of course, replacing the iPhone battery is much more difficult than with any other phone, as Apple does not manufacture its phones with removable batteries. But with this revelation, Apple is offering discounted battery replacements. How to check if your iPhone is
slowing down while there are several paid apps like GeekBench and DasherX processor, You can use to find out if your phone has been slowed down, there is also a website that does it for free if you have an iPhone 6S and up. Top. SlowApple is on your phone and you can run a test that
will give you a sense of how much your phone is affected. If you have low power mode on, turn it off before the test starts. Click the Go button, and if your phone completes the test in less than 8 seconds, you are among the lucky few whose phone is just fine. Anything over 8 seconds
means your phone is slowing down. You can also check the state of the iPhone's battery by ingosing into the battery settings. If there is a problem with the battery, you can see this message: Your iPhone battery may need to be serviced. What to do about a slowed down iPhone If your
phone is slow and you're not on the market for a new phone, you can have the battery replaced. Apple is currently offering $50 for those who want to replace their battery. Instead of shelling out more than $79 for a new battery, it will cost you $29. This offer is available until the end of 2018
and you can initiate the request through their support page. iPhone users with the following models are entitled to one battery replacement: iPhone SE, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus iPhone X Using their support page,
contact Apple Support by phone or chat to reserve the battery before visiting the Apple Store. You can also mail your phone to replace the battery, but you will have to pay an extra $6.95 for the delivery. Did you find that your iPhone was slowing down? Are you going to take advantage of
Apple's offer and replace the battery? Let us know in the comments. How do I track my cell phone location using only my lost phone number? Trying to find or look after the baby? This app can help. Related Topics About author Nancy Messiah (911 articles published) More from Nancy
Messiah iphone 6 test code. iphone 6 test and trace. iphone 6 test mode. iphone 6 test and trace app. iphone 6 test point. iphone 6 test battery. iphone 6 test pubg. iphone 6 test gps
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